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Inversion of Spin Signal and Spin
Filtering in Ferromagnet|Hexagonal
Boron Nitride-Graphene van der
Waals Heterostructures
M. Venkata Kamalakar1,2, André Dankert1, Paul J. Kelly3 & Saroj P. Dash1
Two dimensional atomically thin crystals of graphene and its insulating isomorph hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) are promising materials for spintronic applications. While graphene is an ideal medium
for long distance spin transport, h-BN is an insulating tunnel barrier that has potential for efficient spin
polarized tunneling from ferromagnets. Here, we demonstrate the spin filtering effect in cobalt|few
layer h-BN|graphene junctions leading to a large negative spin polarization in graphene at room
temperature. Through nonlocal pure spin transport and Hanle precession measurements performed
on devices with different interface barrier conditions, we associate the negative spin polarization with
high resistance few layer h-BN|ferromagnet contacts. Detailed bias and gate dependent measurements
reinforce the robustness of the effect in our devices. These spintronic effects in two-dimensional van der
Waals heterostructures hold promise for future spin based logic and memory applications.
Two dimensional (2D) crystals of graphene (Gr) and hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) have gained immense attention in recent years because of their exciting properties for nanoelectronics1–3 and spintronics4–10. In particular,
graphene is an ideal medium for long distance spin transport due to the low atomic mass of carbon atoms with
zero net nuclear spin4,11. On the other hand, h-BN is an insulator with a bandgap of ~6 eV, devoid of interface
states12, which makes it an ideal material for atomically thin tunnel barrier applications2,9,13. In addition to their
stand-alone impact, it is possible to create van der Waals heterostructures (vdWHs)14 by combining these 2D
crystals in stacks. The structural compatibility of graphene and h-BN (lattice mismatch of only 1.7%) together
with their complementary electrical properties makes them excellent partners for vdWHs14. While such vdWHs
serve as unique test beds for studying interesting physical phenomenon, they can also be utilized in devices to
achieve enhanced performance14. For instance, long spin coherence lengths in graphene have been achieved by
using h-BN as a substrate and for encapsulating graphene15–18.
Recently h-BN has been shown to be a promising 2D material for tunnel barrier applications2. Atomically
thin h-BN has also been demonstrated as a promising spin tunnel barrier material for spin injection from a
ferromagnet (FM) into graphene5,9,19,20 and for magnetic tunnel junctions21. Such tunnel contacts are essential
for efficient spin injection as they help to overcome the conductivity mismatch problem between the metallic
ferromagnet and graphene22. In general, the spin polarization or the difference in population of up (↑ ) and
down (↓ ) spin density from a ferromagnetic injector can decay inside an ultrathin tunnel barrier to some extent.
However, a ferromagnetic junction with novel crystalline barriers can present spin resolved conductance that
can further influence the magnitude and sign of the spin polarization from ferromagnets6,23. The 2D crystals
are a new class of barrier materials, significantly different from conventional oxide barriers in many aspects,
such as their atomically thin nature, absence of dangling bonds and van der Waals forces that play key role in
their intra layer bonding and interface bonding with other 2D crystals and materials. Theoretically, 2D crystals
of h-BN and graphene in contact with ferromagnets have been predicted to show spin resolved conductivities
6–8,10,23,24
. These reports indicate that 2D h-BN is a novel spin tunnel barrier with the potential for spin filtering
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Figure 1. Ferromagnet|Hexagonal Boron Nitride-Graphene van der Waals heterostructure spin transport
devices. (a) Schematic representation of the h-BN|graphene van der Waals heterostructures (vdWH) with
multiple ferromagnetic (FM) contacts for spin injection and detection in nonlocal geometry. The magnified
view of the contacts exemplifies different thicknesses of h-BN barriers under the high resistance (HR) injector
and low resistance (LR) detector. (b) Optical microscope image (color enhanced) of a fabricated multi-terminal
spin transport device showing a heterostructure of a graphene flake covered by a CVD h-BN tunnel barrier and
multiple ferromagnetic Co electrodes.
in FM|h-BN|Gr junctions leading to high negative spin polarization. However, owing to the challenges involved
in device fabrication and required contact interface conditions, such spin filtering in FM|h-BN|Gr interfaces is
yet to be observed experimentally.
In this article we report an inversion of spin signal with large magnitude of spin polarization in non-local
graphene spin valves with h-BN|cobalt (Co) high resistance (HR)–low resistance (LR) injector-detector (with
different h-BN thickness) combination tunnel contacts. Through systematic nonlocal pure spin transport and
Hanle spin precession measurements on devices having different interface barrier conditions, we associate the
negative spin polarization with HR h-BN|Co contacts. The characteristic polarization and spatial spin filtering
across such contacts leads to relatively large magnitude of spin signal in these devices. We further establish the
robustness of the sign of polarization through bias and gate dependent measurements. Our results show the
possibility of manipulating the sign and magnitude of spin polarization due to different interface conditions with
thickness of h-BN barriers. The large and negative spin polarization using such high resistance (HR) h-BN|Co
contacts observed in graphene non-local spin valves indicates spin filtering effects and opens avenues for efficient
2D vdWH spintronic devices.

Results

For spin transport measurements, we fabricated lateral graphene(Gr)|h-BN vdWH devices with ferromagnetic
Co contacts. A schematic representation of realizing injection and detection contacts with different h-BN thicknesses along with an optical microscope image of an actual device is presented in Fig. 1. Spin accumulation in
graphene is achieved by electrical spin injection from a Co|h-BN tunnel contact and the induced spin splitting
(Δ μ ) is measured via nonlocal (NL) spin transport and precession methods (Fig. 1a). We used graphene flakes
exfoliated from highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) on Si|SiO2 substrates. A layer of CVD h-BN (Fig. S1)
was transferred onto the graphene and subsequently annealed in Ar/H2 to achieve clean interfaces and improve
adhesion in the vdWH. The ferromagnetic Co electrodes were prepared by electron-beam lithography and evaporation techniques (Fig. 1b). Details of the fabrication of the vdWH spintronic devices are presented in methods.
For efficient spin injection into graphene, the tunneling nature of the h-BN barrier with appropriate contact
resistance constitutes the prime requirement. To assess the quality of the Co|h-BN|graphene contacts, we performed temperature dependent current-voltage (I-V) characterization of the injection and detection contacts in a
three-terminal configuration9. Figure 2a shows the non-linear I-V characteristics of the spin injection and detections contacts showing different resistance area products (RA): a high resistance (HR) injector (Ri =  170 kΩ μ m2)
and a low resistance (LR) detector (Rd =  25 kΩ μ m2). Such a difference in contact resistance is a characteristic
feature of CVD h-BN tunnel barriers due to a spatial thickness distribution, which is mostly 1–2 layers with
some patches of higher thickness (~3 layers) as reported previously9,19. Even though very high resistance contacts with resistance ~0.5–1 MΩ are also found, our previous studies9 indicate that such contacts are unsuitable
for spin injection/detection. Atomic force microscopy performed on post fabricated devices show the effective
thickness of the h-BN layer to be mostly between 5–10 Å on SiO2 substrates (Supplementary Information Fig. S2).
This thickness variation in CVD h-BN provides an opportunity to investigate spin injection using different thicknesses and hence different resistances of h-BN tunnel barriers. By optimizing the CVD h-BN transfer technique
and subsequent processing, we ensured clean interfaces (see fabrication details in Supplementary Information),
which is also reflected in our electric and spin transport characteristics. The temperature dependence of both HR
and LR h-BN tunnel contacts was found to be weak in the range of 1.5–300 K (inset of Fig. 2b). The change in
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Figure 2. Electrical characterization of CVD h-BN tunnel barrier. (a) Three-terminal I-V characteristics of
high resistance (HR) and low resistance (LR) h-BN (Co|h-BN|Graphene) contacts at room temperature. The
current for the HR contact is scaled by a factor of 10 to highlight the non-linearity with bias. Inset: As measured
I-V curve of the HR contact in a higher current-voltage range. (b) Temperature dependent I-V characteristics
for the LR h-BN contact at 1.5 and 300 K. Inset: Temperature dependence of the HR h-BN contact resistance at
zero bias (ZBR) and 300 mV.
tunnel barrier resistance by less than a factor of 2 in the measured temperature range indicates a good quality of
the insulating interface25, and ensures the viability of CVD h-BN as a reliable tunnel barrier.
To probe the spin transport using such Co|h-BN contacts on graphene, measurements were carried out in the
four terminal nonlocal (NL) configuration as depicted in the inset of Fig. 3a. The spins are electrically injected
between contacts + I and − I, and a NL voltage due to the spin accumulation is measured by the voltage circuit.
The isolated current and voltage circuits in the NL configuration ensure the measurement of pure spin signals
without spurious magneto-resistive contributions4. In the spin valve measurement configuration shown in the
inset of Fig. 3a, we sweep an in-plane magnetic field to detect the spin signal (VNL) for parallel and anti-parallel
configurations of the injection and detection ferromagnetic electrodes. This gives a measure of the induced spin
splitting (Δ μ ) in graphene and hence the spin polarization of the Co|h-BN tunnel contacts. The different shape
anisotropies of the ferromagnetic contacts ensure distinct switching fields for each of them. In contrast to the
normally observed NL spin signal in graphene spin valves (shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S3), we
observed an inverted signal in our devices that have a high resistance (HR) injection or detection contact. A
normal sign of the spin signal corresponds to similar positive nature of the spin polarization of both junctions.
On the other hand, the inverted signal points to an opposite sign of the spin polarizations of the injector (+ I) and
detector (+ V) contacts. A possible negative spin polarization in one of the Co|h-BN|Gr junctions can yield an
inverted spin signal. Variation in barrier thickness and corresponding resistance in Co|h-BN|Gr contacts can give
rise to different spin polarizations23. Notably, the sign and magnitude of the spin signal remained similar when
the injector and detector were interchanged during measurements. Similar inverted spin-valve signals have been
reproducibly observed in devices specifically involving HR h-BN contacts.
To confirm the nature and magnitude of the spin polarization of the Co|h-BN tunnel contacts and to estimate
the spin lifetime in graphene, we performed Hanle spin precession measurements in the NL configuration4. In
the Hanle geometry, a spin signal is modulated (Δ RNL) by spin precession in a perpendicular magnetic field
(Fig. 3b). In contrast to the regular Hanle signal obtained for a parallel configuration of injector and detector
(shown in Supplementary Information Fig. S3), we obtained an inverted Hanle spin signal. This further supports
our observation of inverted spin signal in spin valve measurements and confirms that the observed effect is not
related to any unusual switching of the ferromagnetic tunnel contacts. The inverted spin signal in both the NL
spin valve and Hanle measurements provides evidence that the Co|h-BN|Gr tunnel contacts can produce negative
spin polarization. The variation in Hanle RNL is well described by the expression Eq. (1) which encompasses spin
diffusion, precession and dephasing contributions.
∆R NL =

PiPd D
W σs

∫0

∞

L2
1
e− 4Dt
√4πDt

cos (ω Lt) e−(t / τ s) dt

(1)

where Pi and Pd are the polarizations for an injector and a detector separated by a channel with effective length
L =  1.93 μm, width W =  1.05 μm and graphene square conductivity σS =  340 μS. The spins undergo Larmor pregµ
cession with frequency ω L = B B⊥ (with Lande g-factor g =  2) in the perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ while

diffusing across the channel. From the fitting of our experimental data (Fig. 3b), we obtain a spin lifetime
τ s ≈ 105 ± 0.4 ps, and a diffusion constant D ≈ 0.005 ±  0.0003 m2s−1 matching closely with the charge diffusion
constant (0.006 m2s−1). We have also found similar spin lifetime in graphene devices prepared with TiO2 tunnel
barrier and in other studies4,26,27 on graphene with moderate mobilities ~1000 cm2V−1s−1. The actual tunnel
resistances (not Resistance ×  contact Area) in our device Ri and Rd > >   Rchs graphene spin resistance ~5 kΩ,
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Figure 3. Spin transport and precession measurements at room temperature with spin filtering in Co|hBN|Gr contact. (a) Nonlocal spin valve signal (VNL) measured at 300 K using an injection current of I =  10 μ A
with in-plane magnetic field. Magnetic field sweep directions are indicated by red (up) and blue (down) colors.
(b) Nonlocal Hanle spin-precession signal measured as a function of the perpendicular magnetic field with
I =  10 μ A at 300 K, keeping the magnetization of the ferromagnetic electrodes in an in-plane parallel (↑↑) and
anti-parallel (↑↓) configuration. The solid line is the Hanle fit (Eq. 1) to the data points using Eq. 1 for a field T.
The nonlocal resistance is defined as R NL = V NL/ I and ∆R NL = R NL (↑↑) − R NL (↑↓). Insets in a and b show
the spin valve and Hanle measurement configurations on graphene for a device with spin injection contact of a
thicker layer of h-BN and detection under a thinner h-BN with Co electrodes. (c) Dependence of ∆R NLand spin
polarization P = Pi Pd on the injection bias current at 300 K, Pi and Pd are injector and detector polarizations
respectively. Inset: Dependence of P on the injection bias voltage at 300 K. The circles are the data points and the
lines are guides to the eye. (d) Absolute value of the spin polarization P = Pi Pd versus the tunnel contact
resistance Rid = Ri Rd for different devices, Ri and Rd are injector and detector resistances. The sign of the spin
polarization for the Rid involving high resistance h-BN contact is negative, whereas it is positive for lower
resistance devices. Rid = 65 kΩ μ m2 corresponds to devices with Ri = 170 kΩ μ m2 and Rd = 25 kΩ μ m2, Rid ≈ 25 kΩ
μ m2corresponds to a device with Ri ≈ Rd ≈ 25 kΩ . The spin polarization becomes negative when Ri increased
from 25–170 kΩ μ m2due to an effective increase in h-BN thickness.

(where Ri and Rd are the actual contact resistances of injector and detector contacts and the channel spin resistance28,29 Rchs = Rch λ/ L for channel with length L and resistance Rch), large enough to rule out any contact induced
relaxation and spin sink effects30,31 (see Fig. S4). This indicates that the τ s in our devices is mainly affected by the
spin relaxation in the graphene channel due to impurities and defects.
From our analysis, using Eq. 1 we determine a net tunnel spin polarization P = Pi Pd ≈ 31% for the
Co|h-BN contacts at room temperature. Such a value of P is considered to be quite large for graphene spin valve
devices32,33. Figure 3c and inset show the variation of Δ RNL and P with injection bias current and voltages, exhibiting a decreasing trend at higher bias. It is worth mentioning that the spin lifetime and diffusion constant were
seen to be fairly independent of the bias (Supplementary Information Fig. S4a). Since these parameters are physically independent of polarization P, their values do not influence the estimation of P. Also, to note, as the detector was not biased in our experiments, Pd remains fairly constant and only the HR contact Pi can determine this
behavior. The observed decreasing trend of P for higher bias voltages is a characteristic feature of magnetic tunnel
junctions. Such behavior in P can be ascribed to energy dependence of the spin polarization, electric field effects,
magnon excitations34, and spin exchange scattering due to defects35 at the interface. An asymmetric bias dependence in spin polarization (as shown in Fig. 3c) can also be expected for asymmetric junctions (in our case
Co|h-BN|Gr) for spin polarized tunneling at finite bias36. The asymmetry can be attributed to the intrinsic barrier
height asymmetry and available/occupied density of states for spin transmission from Co to graphene and
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vice-versa36, with different spin selectivity and polarization35,36. Such non-linear bias dependence of polarization
has been previously observed in graphene based devices33 and in magnetic tunnel junctions34,37,38. We did not
observe any appreciable change in the polarization with temperatures down to 100 K.
To investigate the dependence of P on the h-BN contact resistances, a number of graphene spin valve devices
were measured. A systematic variation of P with effective h-BN barrier resistance (Rid = Ri Rd ) is presented in
Fig. 3d. We observed an enhancement in the magnitude of P with effective barrier resistance Rid of the devices. The
highest spin polarization of 31% (negative sign) belongs to the high resistance h-BN device having Rid =  65 kΩ μm2
with Ri =  170 kΩ μ m2 and Rd =  25 kΩ μ m2. Practically, the thicker h-BN barrier can also provide better interfaces
and alleviate the problems of possible diffusion of ferromagnetic impurities and hence can lead to better polarization. In this study, we chose to compare devices prepared on the same Si/SiO2 substrate, under the same conditions,
showing similar mobility and spin parameters to understand the variation of polarization with barrier resistance.
Since the spin polarization and lifetime are independent parameters, using high quality graphene channel with better spin parameters11,17,18 can lead to enhancements in Δ RNL much beyond 20 Ω. We note that the observed large
spin polarization and its negative nature are found to occur only when the contact resistance changes by a large
magnitude (Ri from 25 to 170 kΩ μm2) due to an effective increase in the thickness of h-BN by one layer2,9,19. Noting
that the spin polarization of the LR Co/h-BN detector contact Pd ≈ 15% (with Rid ≈ 25 kΩ μ m2 from Fig. 3d), with
P ≈  31%, the spin polarization of the HR Co|h-BN injector comes out to be ≈  65%. This spin polarization value is
very high for spin injection into a non-magnetic material in general39, and much higher than the maximum intrinsic
spin polarization of Co (≈35%40) and also Co|Al2O3 tunnel junctions (≈43%41). Thus, the large value obtained here
together with the inverted sign of the signal could only be possible if significant spin filtering takes place in HR
Co|h-BN|Gr contacts.
The negative spin polarization or inverted spin signal is reproducibly observed in several devices involving a
high resistance h-BN tunnel contact and can originate from either of the injector or the detector contacts. In NL
spin valve measurements, the usual positive spin signal sign is obtained when both the injector and detector have
the same sign of spin polarization. In contrast, opposite spin polarization of the injector and detector contacts
results in a negative sign of the spin valve signal. In order to trace which contact (HR or LR h-BN) is responsible
for the negative sign of the spin polarization, we performed measurements on a series of devices with different
combinations of tunnel resistances. In Fig. 4 we show the room temperature spin valve data for four devices with
different injector-detector interface resistances: with high resistance h-BN (HR), low resistance h-BN (LR), and
transparent contacts (TR). Specifically, these devices involve injector-detector combinations of HR-LR, LR-LR,
LR-TR, and TR-TR.
Based on the sign of the observed spin signal, we group these devices into two categories. First kind, with
inverted spin valve signal that has been observed exclusively in devices with a HR-LR contact combination
(Fig. 4a), which points to opposite sign of the injector and detector polarizations. Second kind, with normal
sign for spin valve signals, obtained in devices with other combinations of contact resistances as shown in Fig. 4.
Although the LR-LR h-BN device shows a normal sign for a spin valve signal (Fig. 4b), with similar contact
resistance and polarization, we cannot identify the sign for a LR contact here. We therefore specifically searched
for LR-TR devices, where the TR contacts result from lack of local coverage of h-BN and have low resistance
RA ~ 100 Ω.μ m2. The normal sign for a spin valve signal in LR-TR combinations Fig. 4c confirms that LR h-BN
contacts possess normal sign of spin polarization and cannot be responsible for the anomalous inverted spin
signal observed in our HR-LR devices. We also show the normal spin valve signal obtained for the TR-TR device
Fig. 4d which was prepared without h-BN. Devices using conventional oxide barriers such as TiO2 also show a
normal spin signal without any inversion42. From these sets of experiments, we arrive at the conclusion that the
negative spin polarization results specifically from the thicker h-BN barriers with high resistance, as shown for
HR-LR devices.
To understand the robustness of the spin signal inversion, we further studied the influence of the applied
injection current bias and gate voltage on the spin signal of our devices at room temperature. Figure 5a shows
a comparison of the bias dependence for two devices with HR-LR and LR-LR h-BN contact combinations. It
is found that the negative sign of the spin-polarization in a HR h-BN contact persists over a wide range of the
applied bias. In comparison, the LR-LR h-BN device shows a smaller and positive spin signal over the measured
bias range. The spin signals display a linear dependence in the low bias range, with a non-linearity at higher bias
only for the HR-LR device. Such non-linear behavior is expected because of a reduced tunnel spin polarization
of Co|h-BN contacts at higher bias as discussed before. Notably, we did not observe any change in the sign of the
spin polarization with applied bias in either of the devices in the measured bias range. These results indicate that
the sign of the spin polarization of the Co|h-BN contacts is robust, and rules out the possibility of using the bias
to tune the accessible density of states from majority to minority or vice-versa43.
Next, the effect of a gate voltage (Vg), which controls the carrier density in graphene, on the sign of the spin
signal is examined. In Fig. 5b, we show the normalized spin signal Δ RNL for both HR-LR and LR-LR devices in the
range Vg =  ± 40 V. In both cases we observe a decrease in the magnitude of Δ RNL by 10–15% for higher Vg (higher
carrier concentration). This behavior is in agreement with theory44 and experiments45, where tunnel resistance RT
is much higher than the graphene channel resistance RCh. In such regime, a decreasing trend in the magnitude of
Δ RNL at higher gate voltage Vg is usually observed in lateral spin valve devices. Throughout the Vg sweep range,
we observe a negative Δ RNL for the HR-LR device, which shows that the observed negative spin polarization in a
HR Co|h-BN|Gr tunnel contact is stable against variation of carrier density in graphene.

Discussion

Spin resolved conductance across the junctions of 2D crystals with ferromagnets has been the subject of recent
theoretical and experimental interest due to their atomically thin nature. Karpan et al. first proposed strong spin
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Figure 4. Inversion of spin valve signal with thicker h-BN tunnel barrier. Comparison of inverted and
normal spin valve signals on devices with different combinations of contacts for injector and detector. All the
measurements were done for an injection current of I =  + 5 μ A at 300 K. Schematics of interfaces are presented
for each case in the right panel. (a) h-BN tunnel contact with HR injector and LR detector, Ri  Rd (belongs to
same device as in Fig. 3a at a different injection bias). (b) LR h-BN tunnel contact with similar contact resistance
Ri ~ Rd. (c) Device with one LR h-BN tunnel contact and one transparent contact (TR). (d) Device with two
transparent contacts (TR).

Figure 5. Bias and gate dependence of spin signal. (a) Bias dependence of the spin-valve signal at 300 K for a
device with HR-LR (injector-detector) h-BN contacts and Ri  Rd (pink) shows sign inversion. The LR-LR
device with low resistance h-BN with resistances Ri ~ Rd (green), shows normal sign. (b) A comparison of the
gate voltage dependence of the nonlocal resistance for both cases. For a better comparison, the signal is
normalized with the maximum spin signal in each case Δ RNL(norm) =  Δ RNL/Δ RNL(max ≈ 20.1 Ω for HR-LR,
≈ 2.6 Ω for LR-LR). (c) Scheme showing opposite spin polarizations of HR and LR h-BN|Co contacts on
graphene channel.
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resolved conductance leading to a perfect spin filtering in FM|graphene (graphite) interfaces6, signatures of which
were found experimentally46–48. Next, several theoretical calculations have been also performed to understand the
spin resolved conductance across FM|h-BN junctions. Karpan et al. predicted7 that for 1–4 atomic layers of h-BN
the minority spin transport channel (weakly) dominates transport though the FM|h-BN interfaces giving rise to a
thickness dependent negative spin polarization. Similar studies for a monolayer and bilayer h-BN junctions have
revealed the spin-resolved quantum conductance of the minority spins to dominate over the majority spins leading to minority spin polarization irrespective of the Co crystal structure, fcc or hcp8,24 . In addition, calculations
on FM|h-BN|Gr junctions also showed minority spin dominated conduction showing enhanced polarization
with thicker h-BN in such junctions23. The density of states (DoS) at the Fermi level of strong ferromagnetic metals such as Co or Ni are dominated by the minority spin channel that theoretically leads to a negative DoS polarization. Although, h-BN by itself has no spin dependent conductance, the transmission through a FM|h-BN|Gr
junction is spin dependent and depends upon the thickness of h-BN in the junctions that can increase the spin
injection efficiency with overall negative polarization of such contacts. Our results on HR h-BN tunnel contacts
with enhanced values of negative spin polarization are consistent with theoretical results. However, the positive
spin polarization in LR contacts is similar to traditional oxide barrier interfaces. Experimentally ferromagnetic
tunnel contacts with tunnel barriers of traditional oxide such as Al2O3, MgO have been observed to bear a positive spin polarization49, while contacts with Al2O3-Ta2O3, SrRuO3 and Fe3O4 barriers have also shown negative
spin polarization43,50–53. Such variance has been attributed to the unique spin dependent properties of complex
electronic structure of the ferromagnet-barrier hybrid interface. In our experiments, the difference of sign of spin
polarization of HR and LR h-BN contacts could possibly stem from a significant different interface conditions. A
thicker HR barrier that can alleviate the problems of doping and diffusion ferromagnetic atoms into the barrier
and graphene. Unlike this, a thinner LR h-BN barrier is much more susceptible to lose structural integrity and
more prone to doping leading doping induced interface states and defects53,54 and a much more complex interface
structure. In such interfaces with defects, it is known that resonant tunneling via defect states can invert spin
polarization54. Even though processes like multistep tunneling are known to decrease the spin polarization effectively leading to lower spin signal, the ultralow thicknesses of HR and LR barriers make it extremely unlikely and
could be ruled out55. We acknowledge that a detailed and quantitative understanding of the actual mechanism
dominating at the interface needs to be understood by more theoretical and experimental studies. Nevertheless,
our results and controlled experiments with different combinations of barrier along with previous theoretical
predictions in the literature indicate spin filtering across HR Co|h-BN|Gr junctions leading to large negative spin
polarization.

Summary

In conclusion, we have observed an inversion of spin signal in non-local graphene spin valves with ferromagnetic tunnel contacts with h-BN barrier. Through controlled experiments on several devices having different
injector-detector contact resistances, we confirm that the high resistance Co|h-BN junctions with negative spin
polarization lead to the observed inversion of spin signal. The effect is found to be robust as established through
systematic bias and gate voltage dependent measurements. The enhanced polarization with thicker h-BN junctions indicates considerable spin filtering of spatial nature. These findings bring out the significance of CVD h-BN
as a novel spin tunnel barrier, well beyond its use as a 2D insulating barrier that can provide interface resistance
for addressing the conductivity mismatch problem. It also demonstrates the possibility of achieving different
polarization with different thicknesses of h-BN offering different spin dependent interface conditions and spin
filtering. The possibility of high spin polarization in thicker multilayer h-BN together with better quality graphene
would be a key ingredient for efficiency in future graphene spintronic devices. In addition, the novel spin filtering
effects of ferromagnetic tunnel contacts with thicker h-BN barriers can be explored for engineering spintronic
devices with other 2D crystals56–58 and their van der Waals heterostructures.

Methods

The Graphene devices with Co|h-BN tunnel contacts were prepared on a highly doped Si substrate with 285 nm
SiO2. Graphene flakes are exfoliated on a cleaned SiO2/Si substrate with predefined Ti/Au markers by repeated
peeling of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) using the conventional scotch tape technique. The graphene
flakes were selected using a combination of optical and atomic-force microscopy. The CVD h-BN layer used as
tunnel barrier in our experiment, was grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on a copper foil and has high
crystalline quality with ~90% coverage (procured from Graphene supermarket). The CVD h-BN is placed on
graphene by wet chemical etching and transfer processes, respectively. The h-BN surface is first covered with
PMMA, and then isolated from the Cu substrate by etching in a FeCl3 solution. The h-BN/PMMA layer is washed
with 10% HCl and deionized water, and subsequently transferred onto the chip containing graphene flakes. The
chip is then baked at 150 °C and washed with acetone to remove the PMMA. The resulting chip containing a
h-BN|graphene heterostructure is annealed at 400° C in Ar/H2 atmosphere. The annealing improves the adhesion
between the h-BN and graphene and ensures the removal of possible residues of resist remaining from the transfer process of h-BN. The h-BN layer is patterned in regions covering graphene flakes by electron beam lithography and subsequent Ar-etching. In the 2nd step of e-beam lithography, electrodes were patterned and cobalt of
65 nm deposited by electron beam evaporation at a rate of 2 Å/sec at a pressure of < 5 ×  10−7 mbar with sample
being placed in normal position without any specific tilt of the sample stage. The ferromagnetic Co deposition
was followed by deposition of 20 nm thick Au capping layer without breaking the vacuum to protect them from
possible oxidation. The electrical and spin transport measurements were performed in a liquid helium cryostat
with a superconducting magnet.
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